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The aim of this paper is to study ergodic properties (i.e., properties about the 
limit of CesBro averages) of a semigroup of bounded linear operators on a Banach 
space X, which is assumed to be continuous and locally integrable in the sense of a 
certain general weak topology of X. Then the results are applied to particular 
examples, such as locally strongly integrable semigroups, their dual semigroups, 
and the tensor product semigroup of two (CO)-semigroups. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let {T(t); t > 0) be a semigroup of bounded linear operators on a Banach 
space X. An important subject of study for r(.) is about its ergodic 
properties. For those T(a) which are strongly continuous on (0, co), there 
have been considerable results on this subject. For instance, Hille and 
Phillips 16, Chap. 181 considered semigroups of class (E), and Dunford and 
Schwartz [2, VIII.71, Masani [8], Eberlein [3], Lin et al. [7] and others have 
dealt with locally strongly integrable semigroups. The semigroup T(.) is said 
to be strongly measurable if for each x E X the function T(s) x is the strong 
limit (a.e. Lebesgue measure) of a sequence of simple functions on [O, co) to 
X, or equivalently, for every open set G of X, (r(.) x)-‘(G) is a Bore1 set in 
[0, co), and the range of Z(.) x is separable. Such a semigroup is known to 
be strongly continuous on (0, co) (see [6, p. 3051). By definition, T(.) is 
locally strongly integrable if it is strongly measurable and 1; ]] T(s) x]] ds is 
finite for all x EX and t E (0, co). Then the Bochner integral 
S(t)x=J-:, T( ) d s x s exists for all x E X and t E (0, co). The Cesiro ergodic 
theory is a study concerned with the existence of the limit lim,,, t -‘S(t) x. 
However, not every semigroup of interest is strongly continuous; for 
instance, the dual semigroup of a strongly continuous semigroup and the 
tensor product semigroup of two strongly continuous semigroups are in 
general not strongly continuous and therefore not locally strongly integrable. 
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To study the ergodic properties of such semigroups, one has to suitably 
define the operator S(t), which is not now definable as a Bochner integral as 
above. 
The purpose of this paper is to study ergodic properties of semigroups that 
may be only continuous in a sense weaker than the strong continuity. The 
results will apply to locally strongly integrable semigroups, their dual 
semigroups, and tensor product semigroups. 
We shall call a semigroup r(.) of operators on X a locally (Y) integrable 
semigroup if Y is a certain closed linear subspace of the dual space X* of X 
such that the four conditions (A 1 )-(A4) are satisfied. 
(A 1) X and Y are reciprocal, i.e., ]]x]] = sup{] (x,y)]/]] y]]; y E Y, y # 0) 
for all x in X. 
(A2) Y is invariant under r*(t) for all I > 0. 
(A3) For each x E X, r(.) x is o(X, Y)-continuous on (0, co). 
It follows from (Al) and (A3) that ]] T(.)]] is bounded in every closed 
interval [u, t] c (0, co) (Lemma 2.1). Therefore, for each x E X, the Riemann 
integrals 1: (T(s) x, v) ds (y E Y) define an element of Y*, which is not 
necessarily the restriction to Y of an element of X, considered in X**. If it 
is, that is, if there exists a x, t E X such that (x,,,, y) = l’,(T(s) x, y) ds for 
all y E Y, then x,,, is unique: due to (Al), and we say that T(.) x is Y- 
Riemann integrable over [u, t] with the Y-Riemann integral 
Y-J-: T(s)xds=x,, ,. Our fourth condition is 
(A4) For each x E X, r(.) x is Y-Riemann integrable on every 
[u, t] c (0, a), and f or each t > 0 the Y-improper Riemann integral 
Y- f’T(s)xds= Y-lim 
‘0 u-0 + i 
exists in X. 
Clearly, statement (A4) is equivalent to that for each x E: X and 
t E (0, co), there exists a x, E X such that for every y E Y the improper 
Riemann integral jb (T(s) x, y) ds equals (xI, y). This x, is uniquely deter- 
mined by x and t because of (Al), and is just the element Y - jb T(s) x ds. 
The above definition of a locally (Y) integrable semigroup stems from a 
paper [4] by Feller who studied semigroups that are measurable in a weak 
topology a(X, Y) with Y satisfying (Al) and (A2). We add conditions (A3) 
and (A4) in the definition. 
Thus, under (Al)-(A4), the linear operator S(t): x+ x, (x E X) is well 
defined; moreover, it is a bounded operator (Lemma 2.1). Now the Cesaro 
average of r(.) over (0, t] is suitably defined to be the operator f-IS(t), and 
we can consider its convergence as t -+ co. Let P, be the map defined by 
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P,x = s-lim,,, t- ‘S(t) x, with the domain D(P,) consisting of all x for 
which the limit exists. Also let P, and P, be maps similarly defined with the 
strong limit replaced by the weak limit w-lim and the o(X, Y) limit Y-lim, 
respectively. Our main concerns are: what are the sets D(P,), D(P,,,) and 
D(P,)? when are they equal to the whole space X? 
We shall denote by N(L) and R(L) the null space and the range of a linear 
operator L. It is shown that P,, P, and P, are linear projections, with ranges 
all equal to .P- := nr>o N(T(Z) -I) and null spaces related in the way 
W,) = WP,) = N(Q c 4x, Y)- c osure(.9), where 9 is the linear span of 1 
IJ,,, R(T(t) -I). If lim,,, t-’ IIS(t)ll < 00 and if s-lim,,, t-IT(t) S(u) x = 0 
for all x E X and u > 0, then N(P,) is strongly closed and contains the strong 
closure .@ of 9. When Y is equal to X*, the topology a(X, Y) becomes 
the usual weak topology of X and hence we have N(P,) =N(P,.) = ,@‘, 
by the equality of strong and weak closures of a linear subspace. Further- 
more, it is shown that D(P,) = D(P,) = F 0 .@ = {x E X, 3t, + co 3 
w-lim n-oO t;‘,S(t,)x exists}. From this the ergodic theorems of Masani [8] 
and of Lin et al. [7] for locally strongly integrable semigroups will follow 
immediately. 
When T(. ) satisfies the additinal condition 
(A5) Y-lim,,, + T(t) x = x for all xE X, 
the results can be described in terms of the (Y) infinitesimal generator A of 
T(.), which is defined by Ax := Y-lim tp’(T(t) - Z)x whenever the limit 
exists. It is seen that A is densely defined and closed with respect to the 
- 
topology o(X, Y). Under the conditions that hm,,, t -’ /] S(t)11 < co and 
s-lim,, t-IT(t) x = 0 for all x E D(A), we prove that P, = P,,. with R(P,,) = 
N(A) =.F, N(P,) = R(A) and D(P,)=N(A)@R(A)= (xEX,S,,+ co 3 
w-lim n-ro3 t; ’ S(t,) x exists}. 
These are among the results obtained in Section 3. To prepare for that, we 
shall first investigate in Section 2 some basic properties of locally (Y) 
integrable semigroups. In Sections 4 and 5 we shall deduce ergodic theorems 
for dual semigroups and tensor product semigroups. 
2. LOCALLY (Y)~NTEGRABLE SEMIGROUPS 
In this section we will prove some basic properties of a locally (Y) 
integrable semigroup T(.) which, as defined in Section 1, satisfies conditions 
(Al), (A2), (A3) and (A4). From Lemma 2.4 on, the additional condition 
(A5) will also be assumed. At the end of this section it is to be seen that 
when (A3) and (A4) are replaced by some slightly weaker conditions, all the 
properties obtained in this section will remain valid except minor changes in 
Lemma 2.1 and its proof, and the proof of Lemma 2.2. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let T(.) be a locally (Y) integrable semigroup. Then the 
following statements hold: 
(o :” II T(-II is bounded in every bounded closed interval [a, b] in 
903. 
(ii) For each t > 0, the map S(t): x + Y - jb T(s) x ds (x E X) is a 
bounded linear operator on X. 
(iii) ,The function S(.) is continuous on (0, 03) in the uniform operator 
topology. 
Proof. First we show that I/ T(s)]] is bounded in [a, b] (0 < a < b < 00). 
Since the function (T(.) x, y) is continuous and hence bounded in [a, b] for 
every y in the Banach space Y, the uniform boundedness principle implies 
that the set {T(t) x; a < t < b} is bounded in Y*. Then, by (Al), it is also 
bounded in X. This being true for every x in X, another application of the 
uniform boundedness principle then yields that II T(a)]] is bounded in [a, b]. 
Next, let t, -+ 0 and let S,,(t) denote the operator: x+ Y - s:, T(s)x ds 
(x E X). Then (Al) and the boundedness of )I T(.)]] in [t,, tJ imply that S,,(t) 
is a bounded operator. Since now we have (S(t) x, y) = lim,+,(s,(t) x, y), 
the same argument as above shows that the sequence (S,(t)} is uniformly 
bounded and that S(t) is a bounded linear operator with norm not larger 
than lim ---n-cc II s?sm 
Finally, the continuity of the function S(.) in operator norm follows from 
(Al) and the estimate 
1(@(s) - S(t>>x,y)l = j; (T@)x,~)du 1 
< Is - tl sup II T(u)11 I/x/I II ~11. 
r<u<s 
LEMMA 2.2. The operators T(t) and S(t) -S(u) (0 < u < t) are 
continuous on X with respect to a(X, Y), i.e., they send a(X, Y)convergent 
nets to 0(X, Y)-convergent nets. 
Proof. Suppose a net {xa} is a(X, q-convergent to x. Then, by (A2), we 
have lim,(T(t) x,, y) = lim,(x,, T*(t) y) = (x, T*(t) y) = (T(t) x, y) for all 
y E Y. Hence T(t) is o(X, Y)continuous. Since {x,} and (11 T(s)]]; u < s < t) 
are bounded sets, we can use Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem in 
liF(((s(r)-s(u))x,,,y)=li~/‘(T(s)x,,y)ds 
” 
= J -’ lim (T(s) x, , y) ds u ~ 
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= j ” (T(s) x, y) ds 
= (&(r) - S(u)) x, Y>. 
Hence S(t) - S(U) is also a(X, Y)-continuous on X. 
Remark. When T(.) is bounded on [0, t], the proofs in Lemmas 2.1 and 
2.2 assert that (i) the function S(e) is continuous on [0, co) in operator 
norm, and (ii) for each t > 0 the operator S(t) is a(X, Y)-continuous on X. 
The next lemma is to be used repeatedly. 
LEMMA 2.3. The following identities hold for all u, t > 0: 
(1) S(u) T(t) = S(t + u) - S(t) = T(t) S(u); 
(2) (T(t) - 1) S(u) = (T(u) - 4 W); 
(3) S(u)(T(t) -Z) = S(t + u) - S(u) - S(t). 
ProoJ These follow from the following computations and (Al) and 
642). 
(S(u) T(t) X,Y> = 1; (T(s) T(t) x, Y) ds = 1; (T(s) x, T*(t) y) ds 
= (S(u) x, T*(t) y> = (T(t) S(u) x, Y> 
= f’+’ (T(s) x,y) ds = ((S(t + u) - S(t)) x,y). 
-t 
Note that (1) and (3) imply (2) because the right side of (3) is a symmetric 
function of t and u. 
In the rest of this section, T(a) is assumed to satisfy condition (A5), in 
addition to (Al)-(A4). Then the same argument as in the proof of 
Lemma 2.1 shows that 11 T(s)11 is bounded in a vicinity of 0 and hence in 
every [0, t] (t < co), by the semigroup property. We define the (Y) 
infinitesimal generator A of T(.) as 
Ax:= Y;l\mt-‘(T(t)-Z)x 
* 
whenever the limit exists in X. 
Qya9p,“;;;) :” or $;A,” each x E D(A) and t > 0, T(t) x belongs to ; 
(ii) For each x E X and t > 0, .S(t)x belongs to D(A) and 
AS(t) x = T(t) x - x; when x E D(A), we also haue S(t) Ax = T(t) x - x; 
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(iii) A is a closed, densely defined linear operator with respect to 
&K u). 
Proof: (i) If x E D(A), then, by Lemma 2.2, we have 
Y;l\m U-‘(T(u) -I) T(t) x = T(t) Y;$m u-‘(T(U) -Z) x = T(t) Ax 
so that T(t) x E D(A) and AT(t) x = T(t) Ax. 
(ii) Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3(2) imply that for each x E X 
Y;tOrn U-‘(T(U) -I) S(t) x = Y--m (T(t) -I) C’S(u) x 
= (T(t) -Z) Y--m u-‘S(u)x 
= (T(t) - I) x. 
Hence S(t) X c D(A) and AS(t) = T(t) -I. Since 11 T(.)ll is bounded in a 
neighborhood of 0, therefore the operators s(t) is a(X, Y)-continuous on X 
(see the remark after Lemma 2.2). So we have for x E D(A) 
S(t) Ax = S(t){ Y4iF u-‘(T(u) -Z) x) = ;cOrn S(t) U-‘(T(u) -Z) x 
= Y;~II u - ‘(T(u) - I) S(t) x = AS(t) x, 
by (1) of Lemma 2.3 and the above. 
(iii) For each x E X, Y-lim,,, u -‘S(u)x=x and S(u)xED(A) for 
all u > 0. Hence D(A) is a(X, Y)-dense in X. To show that A is closed, let 
(x,} be a net in D(A) such that x, + x and Ax, --+ z, in the sense of o(X, Y)- 
convergence. Then (ii) implies 
S(U) z = S(U) Y-lim Ax, = Y-lim S(U) Ax, 
a a 
= Y-lim (T(U) -Z) x, = (T(U) -Z) x a 
so that Y-lim,_, u ‘(T(u) - Z) x = Y-lim,, u - ‘S(U) z = z. Hence x E D(A) 
and Ax = z, and we conclude that A is o(X, Y)closed. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let X,, := (x E X, lim,, 11 T(t) x - xl/ = O}. Then 
(i) X,, is a strongly closed invariant linear subspace for T(a) and for 
each x E X,, the function T(.) x is strongly continuous on [O, 03). 
(ii) Zfx E D(A), then x E X,, and 
II T(t) x - XII < sup111 Tb)ll; 0 < u < t1 IWll t (t > 0). 
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ProoJ (i) follows easily from the semigroup property T(s + t) = T(s) T(t) 
and the local boundedness of r(.) in [0, co) (see the remark after 
Lemma 2.2). To prove (ii) let x E D(A). By Proposition 2.4(ii) we have 
for all y E Y. The desired inequality now follows by (Al). 
As a consequence of this lemma, we obtain that X,, is a Banach space and 
the restriction r,(.) := 7’(.) /X0 of T(.) to X, defines a (C,)-semigroup of 
operators on X,,. Let A, denote the (strong) infinitesimal generator of T,(e). 
Then A, is related to A in the following way. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. (i) D(A,) c D(A) c X0. X, is equal to the strong 
closure of D(A) in X while D(A,) is 0(X, Y)-dense in X. 
(ii) A, is equal to the largest restriction of A with both domain and 
range in X0, and A is the o(X, Y)-closure of A,. 
Proof: (i) D(A,) c D(A) is obvious and D(A) c X,, has been shown in 
Lemma 2.5(ii). Since D(A,) is strongly dense in X0, so is the larger subspace 
D(A). Furthermore, D(A,) is strongly dense and hence a(X, Y)-dense in 
D(A). Since we already know that D(A) is a(X, Y)-dense in X 
(Proposition 2.4(iii)), it follows that D(A,) is also a(X, Y)-dense in X. 
(ii) To prove the first part, it suffices to show that x E D(A) and 
Ax E X,, implies x E D(A,) and A,x= Ax. Since r(e) Ax is strongly 
continuous on [O, co), the strong integral t PI jb T(s) Ax ds exists and is 
equal to t- ‘s(t) Ax, and it converges to Ax as t tends to 0. Hence, by 
Proposition 2.4(ii), we have that s-lim,,, t ’ (7(t) - I) x = Ax, which means 
that x E D(k,) and A,x = Ax. 
Since A is closed with respect to a(X, Y), in order to assert that A is the 
u(X, Y)-closure of A,, we have to show that the graph of A, is dense in the 
graph of A in the product topology u(X, Y) x o(X, Y). By Hahn-Banach 
theorem, we need only to show that if y, and y, are elements of Y such that 
(x, y,) + (Ax, yz) = 0 for all x in D(A,), then the equality still holds for all x 
in D(A). So, let x be an arbitrary element of D(A). (i) guarantees the 
existence of a net {x,) in D(A,) such that (x,, y) + (x, y) for all y E Y. 
Since both r(t) and S(t) are u(X, Y)-continuous on X (as seen in Lemma 2.2 
and the remark), we have, for each t > 0, 
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Because T(s) x, E D(A,) and A, T(s) x, = T(s) Aox,, the integrant is equal 
to (~(s)x,9.Y,) + @OTC s x,, yz), which is 0 by assumption. Consequently, ) 
we obtain (x,yr) + (Ax,y,) = lim,,,{ (t-Is(t) x,Y,) + (t-‘(r(t) -Z) x,Y~)) 
= 0 as claimed. 
Under the assumption (A5), S(.) is k nown to be continuous on [0, co) in 
the uniform operator topology (see the remark after Lemma 2.2). Therefore 
the operator-valued Riemann integral t-’ J”; S(s) ds exists and defined an 
operator F(t) for every t > 0. The next lemma establishes an identity relating 
A, S(l) and F(t), which will be needed in Section 3. 
LEMMA 2.7. For each t > 0, F(t) XC D(A) and AF(t) = t-‘S(t) -I. 
Proof: First, by Lemma 2.3, we have 
h-l(T(h)-Z)F(t)=t-‘fh-‘(T(h)-Z)S(s)ds 
0 
= t-1 
! 
-I h-‘S(h)(T(s) -I) ds. 
0 
Next, for each x E X and y E Y, (h ‘S(h)(T(s) -Z) x, y) converges to 
W(s) - Z> 4 v> as h -+ 0, by assumption (A5). Also we have 
I(h-‘S(h)(T(s) -Z> x,y)l < M(t)(M(t) + 1) Ilxll II YII for all 0 < k s < t, 
where M(t) = sup{)] T(u)ll; 0 < u < t} < co. Now Lebesgue’s dominated 
convergence theorem yields that 
(AF(t)x,y) = h(h-‘(T(h) -Z)F(t)x,y) 
= t-’ ;((T(s)-Z)x.y)ds=((thS(t)-Z)x&. 
1 ’ 
By (Al), we conclude that AF(t) = t-IS(t) -I. 
Remark. The results in this section will remain almost unchanged when 
the two conditions (A3) and (A4) in the definition of a locally (Y) integrable 
semigroup are replaced by 
(A3’) For each xEX and each y E Y, (T(.)x,y) is Lebesgue 
measurable on [0, co). 
(A4’) For each x E X, T(.) x is Y-Pettis integrable on every closed 
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interval [u, t] c (0, co), and for each t > 0 the Y-improper Pettis integral 
.I”; T(s) x ds = Y-lim,+,+ 1: T(s) x ds exists. 
In this case ]ir(.)]] . is in general no longer bounded in any subinterval of 
(0, co) (cf. 191). But, Feller [4] introduced the essential norm ]] T(t)]], := 
7- 
sup { (ess-hm,,, + I(~(~+~)x,v>l>/llxllII~ll; XC& x+0, YE K YZOJ and 
proved that ]] T(.)]], is Lebesgue measurable and is bounded in every bounded 
closed subinterval of (0, co). Moreover, for each x E X and each y E Y we 
have lOWwI G II W>lle llxll II YII a most everywhere. Using these facts, one 1 
can see that Lemmas 2.1, 2.2 and their proofs will still hold with every 
]( T(t)]] therein replaced by ]] T(t)]],. Regarding other lemmas and proposition, 
no changes have to be done. 
3. RESULTS ON ERGODIC PROPERTIES 
In this section we study ergodic properties of a locally (Y) itegrable 
semigroup T(. ). Assume that the notations P,, P,,,, P,, .F and Z@ are as 
defined in Section 1. We begin with the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. The operators P,, P, and P, are linear projections with 
R(P,) = R(P,) = R(P,) =.F and N(P,) c N(P,,,) c N(P,) c a@, I’) - cl(.G@). 
Proof: It is obvious that P, c P, c P,. Since .F is fixed by every T(t), 
t > 0, it is also fixed by s(t) and so by P,. Therefore .F is contained in 
R(P,). Next, Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 imply that, for each x E D(P,) and t > 0, 
T(t) P,x = T(t) Y-lim u - ‘S(u) x = Y-lim u - i T(t) S(u) x 
u-100 u-a, 
= m-l 24 - ‘(S(t + 2.4) - S(t)) x = Pyx, 
which shows that P, is a projection and R(P,) CT. Combining these 
two inclusions gives R(P,) = R(P,) = R(P,) = ST. To show the last 
inclusion, let x E N(P,). Then (x, y) = (x, y) - lim,+,(t ‘S(r) x, y) = 
‘- lim,,, t-l j”; ((T(s) - I) x, y) ds, from which it is seen that x belongs to 
the a@‘, Y)-closure of 9. 
Remark. We just used and will still use later the fact that if f is Y- 
Riemann integrable on [u, t] (resp. Y-improper Riemann integrable on (0, t]) 
to X. then 
& Y - (f(s) ds E a(X, Y) - cl(co(f(s); u < s < t}) 
u 
/resp. f Y - !,IS(s) ds E a(X, Y) - cl(co{f(s); 0 < s < r])). 
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LEMMA 3.2. If hm,,, t- ‘11 S(t)11 < co, then P,, P, and P, are bounded 
projections with norms bounded by l&_, t-’ IIS(t)ll, and D(P,) and N(P,) 
are closed. 
Proof: The inequality I/P,,]/ <l&,, t-’ ]]S(t)]] follows from (Al) and 
the following estimation: 
I(P*X,Y)I = lim I(~-‘ww)l 
Glim t-’ IIwll IIXII I Yll (x E WY), Y E 0 
It is clear that the given assumption implies the existence of a M > 0 such 
that t-’ /] S(t)]] <M for all large t. Then by a routine argument (cf. [8, 
Lemma A2(b)]) we have that D(P,) is a closed subspace of X, and so is 
N(P,). as the null space of the bounded operators P, on the Banach space 
W’s). 
LEMMA 3.3. 
7-- If Y= X* and if llml+co t-‘11 S(t)11 < co, then D(P,) is the 
set of all those x for which s-lim,,, CC’T(t) S(u) x = 0 for all u > 0 and 
w-lim,,+,, t; ‘S(t,) x exists in X for some sequence tn + 03. 
ProoJ Let x E X be a vector such that x, := w-lim,,, t; ‘,S(t,)x exists 
and s-lim,,, t-‘T(t)S(u)x=O f or all u > 0. Then, using Lemma 2.3, we 
have P,((T(u) - 1) x) = s-lim,,, t-‘S(t)(T(u) - I) x = s-lim,,, (-‘(T(t) - 1) 
S(U) x = 0 for all u > 0, i.e., {(T(U) -Z) x; u > 0) is contained in N(P,). It 
follows that the vector 
x-xx,=-w-limt;’ w- 
I J 
.” (T(t) - Z) x dt , 
n-m 0 I 
as a weak limit of (proper or improper) weak Riemann integrals of 
(T(t) -- 1) x, is contained in the weakly (also strongly) closed convex hull of- 
{-(T(u) - 1) x; u > 0) and hence in N(P,). On the other hand, 
(T(t) -I) x, = 4iTl (T(t) -1) t,‘S(t,) x 
= wliz t;‘(T(t,) -I) S(t) x = 0 
for all t > 0. Hence x, E F = R(P,) and so x = xi + x - x, E R(P,) @ 
N(P,) = D(P,). Conversely, even when Y # X*, x E D(P,) always implies 
w-lim rr+a, t; ‘S(t,) x = P,x and s-lim,,, t - ’ r(t) S(U) x = s-lim,,, (T(U) - Z) 
(-‘S(t) x = (T(U) -I) P,x = 0, by Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 3.1. The proof is 
complete. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Suppose 
-;- 
that (a) hm,,, t-’ ]]S(t)(] < co; (b) 
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s-lim,, tt’T(t)S(u)x=OforallxEXandu>0. ThenP,,P,andP,are 
bounded linear projections; 1) Pvll <b,,, tt ’ 11 S(t)ll; R(P,) = R(P,) = 
R(P,) = .F; N(P,) is closed and .@ c N(P,) c N(P,) c N(P,) c u(X, Y) - 
cl(9). 
Proof All assertions except .R c N(P,) have been contained in 
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, but this inclusion follows from the identity 
t-‘S(t)(T(u) -I) = tt’(T(t) -I) S(U) and assumption (b). 
It follows that, under assumptions (a) and (b), D(P,) contains the set 
.F @ .@. Now since 
=.Pn () N(T*(+z*) , 
1 t>o i 
if jr separates .F* := Q>,N(T*(t)-Z*), that is, if.F’nF* = {0}, then 
we have D(P,) = jr @ 9 = X. Thus the following ergodic theorem holds. 
COROLLARY 3.5. A locally (Y) integrable semigroup T(.) is ergodic (i.e. 
D(P,) =X) if (a), (b) of 3.4 hold and so does (c) ,F separates ST*. 
When Y is equal to X*, D(P,) turns out to be equal to ,F @ .?? and thus 
the converse of Corollary 3.5 is also true. These facts are parts of the 
conclusions of the following proposition and corollary. Proposition 3.6 is an 
immediate consequence of Lemma 3.3 and Proposition 3.4. Corollary 3.7 is 
easily deduced from Lemma 3.3, Corollary 3.5, Proposition 3.6 and the 
uniform boundedness principle. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let T(.) be a locally (X*) integrable semigroup. Zf 
(a), (b) of 3.4 hold, th en -PS = P, and is a bounded linear projection 
with R(P,) =%F, N(P,) = .1 and D(P,) =,F 0 2 = (x E X, 3t, + co 3 
w-lim n7-co t; ’ t; ‘S(t,) x exists}. 
COROLLARY 3.7. Let T(.) be a locally (X*) integrable semigroup. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) T(.) is ergodic, i.e., D(P,) =X. 
(ii) (a), (b) and (c) of Corollary 3.5 hold. 
(iii) (a), (b) of 3.4 hold and so does the condition (d): For each x in a 
fundamental subset ti of X there exists a sequence t,, + a~ such that 
w-lim,, t; ‘S(t,) x exists. 
Remark. The NAS conditions (a), (b) and (c) were obtained in Lin 
et al.‘s theorem [7] for strongly continuous semigroups and the NAS 
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conditions (a), (b) and (d) were established by Masani [8] for locally 
strongly integrable semigroups. 
In the rest of this section, we shall consider the problem under the 
condition (A5), i.e., T(t) x is a(& Y)-convergent to x for all x E X as t + 0. 
The domain D(P,) of P, can now be expressed in terms of the null space 
N(A) and the range R(A) of the (Y) infinitesimal generator A of T(.). 
LEMMA 3.8. N(A) =.F, u(X, Y) - cl(R(A)) = a(X, Y) - cl(9). 
Proof: N(A) c.7 and .R c R(A) follow from Proposition 2.4(ii); 
.F c N(A) and R(A) c u(X, Y) - cl(g) follow from the definition of A: 
Ax = Y-lim,,, t-‘(T(t)-Z)x (xED(A)). 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let T(.) be a semigroup satisfying (Al )-(A5). If 
lim t+ca t-’ IIS(t)ll < 00 and if s-lim,,, t-‘T(t)x=O for all xED(A), then 
P,Pp, c P, are bounded linear projections with R(P,) = R(P,) = N(A), 
R(A) = N(P,) c N(P,) c a(X, Y) - cl(R(A)), and so N(A) @ R(A) = 
D(P,) c D(P,) c N(A) + a(X, Y) - cl(R(A)). Moreover, x belongs to D(P,) 
if and only if there exists a sequence t, -+ co such that w-lim,,, t;‘S(t,) x 
exists. 
ProoJ Since S(U) x belongs to D(A) for all x E X and u > 0 (see 
Lemma 2.4(ii)), the hypothesis implies s-lim,,, t ~ ’ T(t) S(U) x = 0. Then 
Proposition 3.4 with Lemma 3.8 implies that R(P,) = R(P,) = R(P,) = N(A) 
and that N(P,) is strongly closed and N(P,) c N(P,) c N(P,) c 
u(X, Y) - cl(R(A)). To prove the first assertion, it remains to show that 
N(P,) c R(A) and R(A) c Nm Indeed, x E N(P,) implies x = 
w-lim ,+,{t-‘S(t)x - AF(t) x} E R(A), by Lemma 2.7, and x E D(A) implies 
P,(Ax) = s-lim,,, t-‘s(t) Ax = s-lim,,, t-‘(T(t) x -x) = 0. To prove the 
“if’ part of the second assertion, let x be a vector such that 
x, := w-lim,,, t;‘S(t,) x exists for some sequence t, + co. Then using 
Lemma 2.3(2) we have that for all t > 0 
(T(t) - I) x, = 4iz (T(t) - Z) t; ’ S(t,) x 
= w-lim t;‘(T(t,) -I) s(t) x = 0, 
n-too 
that is, xi belongs to ST = R(P,). On the other hand, we have 
= -wiiz AF(t,) x E R(A) = N(P,), 
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by Lemma 2.7 and our first assertion. Combining these facts implies that 
x = x, + x - x, E R(P,) @ N(P,) = D(P,) as asserted. 
COROLLARY 3.10. Let (b’) stand for the condition that s-lim,,, 
t ‘T(t) x = 0 for all x E D(A), and let (e) stand for the condition that N(A) 
separates R (A )‘. 
(i) If T(.) is strongly ergodic, then (a), (b) and (e) hold. 
(ii) u(a), (b’) and (e) (or (d)) hold, then T(.) is strongly ergodic. 
Proof. (a) follows from the uniform boundedness principle, and (b) 
follows from the fact that s-lim,,, t-IT(t) S(u)x = 0 for all u > 0 and 
x E D(P,), which we have seen in the proof of Lemma 3.3 to be true. Since, 
as shown in the proof of Proposition 3.9, N(P,) is contained in R(A), we 
have 
N(A)lnR(A)l= {N(A)+R(A>}‘~ {R(P,)ON(P,)J1 
= D(P,)l = xl = {O), 
provided that T(a) is strongly ergodic. Hence (e) holds. (ii) is an immediate 
consequence of Proposition 3.9. 
4. DUAL SEMIGROUPS OF LOCALLY STRONGLY INTEGRABLE SEMIGROUPS 
This section is devoted to ergodic properties of locally strongly integrable 
semigroups and their dual semigroups, and the next section will treat tensor 
product semigroups; all of them are special examples of locally (Y) 
integrable semigroup, according to our definition in Section 1. 
Let r(+) be a locally strongly integrable semigroup of operators on a 
Banach space X. Then, as mentioned at the beginning of Section 1, T(a) x is 
strongly continuous on (0, 03) and the Bochner integral ib T(s) x ds exists 
for ail x E X and 0 < t < co. Clearly, the conditions (Al), (A2), (A3) and 
(A4) hold with Y =X*. Therefore r(.) is a locally (X*) integrable 
semigroup, and Lemma 3.3, Corollary 3.6 and Corollary 3.7 apply; in 
particular, Corollary 3.7 yields the well-known ergodic theorems of Masani 
[8] and Lin etal. (71. 
Next, we observe that the dual T*(.) of r(.) is a locally (X) integrable 
semigroup of operators on the dual space X*. That is, the conditions (Al), 
(A2), (A3) and (A4) hold with the X, Y and r(a) therein replaced by X*, X 
and T*(.), respectively. In fact, (Al) is just the definition of the norm of X*; 
(A2) holds because T**(t) ] X= T*(t); (A3) holds because the strong 
continuity of T(a) implies the weak* continuity of T*(.). The assumption 
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s:, II7’6) XII ds < 00 on T(.) implies that for each x E X and x* E X* the 
improper Riemann integral lb (x, T*(s) x*) ds is convergent and is equal to 
(x, S*(t) x*), where S(t) is the operator sending each x E X to si T(s) x ds. 
Hence (A4) also holds, and the Cesaro average of T*(a) on [0, t] is just the 
dual operator t-IS*(t) of t-IS(t), the Ceslro average of T(.). 
Because of the equivalence of strong operator continuity and weak 
operator continuity of T(t) at t = 0 (cf. [ 11, p. 2331) it is easy to see that 
T*(e) satisfies (A5) (i.e., T*(.) x* is weakly* continuous at 0 for every 
x* E X*) if and only if r(.) is a (CJ-semigroup. In this case, the (X) 
infinitesimal generator of 7’*(.) is just the dual A* of the generator A of 
Z(.). For a locally strongly integrable semigroup r(.) which is not strongly 
continuous at 0, the dual semigroup T*(,) satisfies conditions (Al)-(A4), 
but not the condition (A5). 
In what follows we shall use these notations: 
Q,x* := s-lim t-‘S*(t)x*, Q,x* := w-lim t-IS*(t) x*, 
f-+cc f-x 
Q*x* := wT;irn tC’S*(t)x*, jr* := f-) N(T*(t)-I*), 
t>o 
9” := span{R(T*(t) -I*); t > 0). 
The first result for 7’*(.) is the following version of Proposition 3.4. 
PROPOSTION 4.1. Let T(.) be a locally strongly integrable semigroup of 
T- 
operators on X. If lim,,, t-’ IIS(t)ll < 00 and if slim,,, t-IT*(t) 
S*(u) x* = 0 for all x* E X* and u > 0, then Q, c Q, c Q* are bounded 
linear projections with II Q* II < lim,,, t-’ II WI, WQ,> = WQJ =
R(Q:k) =Y*, &?* c N(Q,) c N(Q,) c iV(Q*) c w* - cl@*). 
A Banach space X is called a Grothendieck space (or G-space) if weak* 
sequential convergence in X* is equivalent o weak sequential convergence 
(cf. ] 1 I). In the case of G-space, the three operators QL, Q, and Q* coincide 
and can be expressed precisely in terms of .F* and 9”. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. If the space X in Proposition 4.1 is a G-space, then 
under the same assumptions on T(s) we have that Q,$ = Q,, = Q*, 
R(Q,$) =.F*, N(Q,) = .g* and 
o(Q,> =,P* 0 s* = {x* E X*; 3, + co 3 w-lim t;‘S*(t,) x* exists}. n-t* 
Proof. In view of Proposition 4.1, we need only to show that if 
xf :- w-lim,_, t;‘S*(t,) x* exists, then x7 E jr* and x* - xy E 2 *. For 
all t > 0, 
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(T*(t) - Z*)xT = wli? t;‘(T*(t) - I*) S*(t,) x* 
= wliF t,; ‘(T*(t,) -I*) S*(t) x* = 0, 
by using Lemma 2.3 and one of the hypotheses. Hence x;” E.Y*. Since for 
each x E X, 
(x, S*(t) x*) = jd (T(s) x, x*) ds = lim \“- 
m-rm p* 
(T(kt/m) x, x*)(t/m) 
= 
we have S*(t) x* = w-lim,+,(t/m) CrE, T*(kt/m) x*, by the equivalence of 
weak sequential convergence and weak* sequential convergence in X*. 
Therefore 
x* -xl* = w-lim (I* - t; ‘S*(t,)) x* 
n+* 
= -w-lim m-’ 2 (T*(kt,/m) - I*} x*, 
n-tm k=l 
m-rcc 
which belongs to .??*. The proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let T(e) be a locally strongly integrable semigroup of 
operators on a G-space X. Then the dual semigroup T*(.) is ergodic tf and 
only if the folio wing three conditions are 
-;- 
satisfied: (1) 
llm,+, t-’ II WI < co; (2) s-lim,,, t-IT*(t) S*(u) x* = 0 for all x* E X* 
and u > 0; (3) for each x* in a fundamental subset of X* there is a sequence 
t, + co such that w-lim,,, t;‘S*(t,) x* exists. 
If X is reflexive, then it is a G-space so that the above corollary can be 
applied. On the other hand, every bounded closed subset of X as well as X* 
is weakly sequentially compact, so that condition (d) of Corollary 3.7 and 
condition (3) of Corollary 4.3 prevail when (1) is assumed. Thus we have the 
following 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let T(e) be a locally strongly integrable semigroup of 
operators on a reflexive Banach space X. 
(i) - T(.) is strongly ergodic zf and only tf hm,+, t-’ 11 S(t)/1 < co and 
lb+, ttlT(t)S(u)x=OforafZxEXandu>O. 
lim (ii> T*(s) is strongly ergodic zf and only ~~l~rn~+~ t-’ I( S(t)/1 < 03 and 
r~a,t~‘T*(t)S*(u)x*=Oforallx*EX*andu>O. 
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Lastly, we consider the case that r(a) is a (CJ-semigroup with 
infinitesimal generator A. From Proposition 3.9 follows immediately the next 
proposition which describes Q, in terms of the dual operator A * of A. Note 
A * is the weak* infinitesimal generator of T*(.). 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Iflim,,, tr’ IIS(t)(l < 00 and ifs-lim,,, t-IT*(t)* = 
Ofor all x* E D(.4 *), then Q, = Q, c Q*, R(Q,) = (Q,) = R(Q*) = N(A *), -. 
R(A *) = N(Q,) = N(Q,) c N(Q*) c w* - cl@@ *)). Moreover, x* belongs 
to D(Q,) if and only if there exists a sequence t, --) co such that 
w-lim,,, t;‘S*(t,) x* exists. 
5. TENSOR PRODUCT SEMIGROUPS 
Let G(.) be a (CJ-semigroup on Banach space Z with generator S, and let 
H(a) be a (C,)- semigroup on another Banach space X with generator -T. 
The family {T(t); t > 0) of operators on L(X, Z), defined by 
T(t) B = G(t) BH(t) (B E L(X, Z)), f orms a semigroup and will be called the 
tensor product semigroup of G(e) and H(.). For each x E X and z* E Z* let 
f,,,* denote the linear functional on L(X, Z) defined by (B,f,,,,) = (Bx, z*); 
it is clear that I( f,,,*II = [(x/J [Iz*II. We shall first verify that this T(.) is a 
locally (Y) integrable semigroup with Y defined to be the closed linear span 
of the set If,,,* ; x E X, z* E Z*} in the dual space (L(X, Z))* of L(X, Z). 
Since G(.) and I!?(.) are strongly continuous on [0, co), the function 
(T(.)B,f,,,,) is continuous on [0, co) for all B E L(X, Z), x E X and 
z* E Z*. Then the local boundedness of G(.) and H(.) ensures that 
(T(.) B,f) is continuous on [0, co) for all f in Y. This fact also implies that 
Y is invariant under T*(a). Therefore conditions (A2) and (A3) hold. That 
L(X, Z) and Y are reciprocal is shown by the following estimation: 
llB4l IIBII = “,Y$ -jq-= sup sup I (Bx, 2 * >I I@Lfi2*>l XEX z*cz* Ilxll IIz*II = z;H;* ll.L.z*Il 
Lastly, let S(t) be the operator on L(X, Z) such that for all x E X and 
B E L(X, Z), S(t) Bx = (t T(s) Bx ds, where the integral exists because 
T(.) Bx is strongly continuous on [0, co). Then we have (S(t) B,f,,,,) = 
si (T(s)B,f,,,,)ds for all xE X, z* E Z*, and so (S(t) BJ) = 
s:, (T(s) W-) d s f or all f in Y. Thus (A4) holds and so T(a) is a locally (Y) 
integrable semigroup. 
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It is also easy to see that lim,,,(T(t) B,f) = (B,f) for all B E L(X, Z) 
and fE Y. Let a denote the (Y) infinitesimal generator of T(e): (&,f) = 
lim,+,(t-‘(T(t) B - B),fl, VfE Y. Then a is a closed, densely defined 
operator with respect to the topology of L(X, Z) induced by Y 
(Proposition 2.4). 
On the other hand, one can prove that the operator A, defined by the 
strong operator limits AB := so-lim,,, t-‘(T(t) B - B), is a closed, densely 
defined operator with respect to the strong operator topology of L(X, Z); the 
domain D(A) of A consists of all those B E L(X, Z) satisfying (1) 
BD(T) c D(S) and (2) SB - BT is bounded operator on D(T); A sends 
each such B to the closure operator of SB - BT. These facts are proved in 
[ 5 1 and [ 101 for the case that X = Z, and the same proof will still work for 
the general case. 
Since clearly A CA, from Proposition 2.6(ii) one can easily deduce that d^ 
is equal to the o(L(X, Z), Y)-closure of A. More can be said. 
LEMMA 5.1. Zf uo-lim,,, t ‘T(t) B = 0 fir all B E D(a), then N(a) = 
__ ~ 
WV = flr>o N(T(t)-1) andR(a)=R(A). 
ProoJ If B E N(T(t) - I) for all t > 0, then AB = so-lim,, 
t-‘(T(t) B -B) = 0. If B E A@), then (T(t) -I) B = S(t) AB = 0 (see 
Proposition 2.4(ii)). Hence A@) = N(A) = nrBo N(T(t) - Z). Since T(.) Bx 
is continuous for all B E Z,(X, Z) and x E X, one can prove in a similar way 
as in Lemma 2.7 that 1: S(s) B ds E D(A) (instead of the bigger set D(a)) 
and A 1; S(s) B ds = t-‘S(t) B - B for all B E L(X, Z). In particular, 
replacing B by aB gives 
AB = t-%(t) B -A 1’ S(s)iiB ds 
-0 
= t - ‘(T(t) B - B) - A 1.’ S(s) aB ds 
-0 
for all B E D(a) and t > 0. Then on letting t + ~0 in the right side and using 
the hypothesis, we see that JB belongs to the uniform operator closure R(A) 
of R(A). Therefore R(A) c R(A). The reverse inclusion is obvious. 
Now, Proposition 3.9 with the above lemma leads immediately to the 
following proposition, in which ZZ is defined by Z7B = Uo-limt+co t-IS(t) B 
whenever the limit exists. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Suppose that lim,,, t- ’ 1) S(t)11 < 03 and uo-lim,,, 
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t-‘T(t) B = 0 for all B E D(a). Then l7 is a bounded linear projection with 
R(Z7) = N(d), N(l7) = R(d) and D(ZZ) = N(d) @ R(d). Moreover, B E D(ZZ) 
if and only if there exists a sequence t, -+ 01) such that lim,,, t;‘S(t,) B 
exists in the weak topology of L(X, Z). 
This extends and improves an earlier result [lo] of the author. 
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